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Laura (she/her) works with MPG as a leadership coach, facilitator and change consultant. She
has spent her career designing and leading transformative change processes for individuals and
groups. She is a passionate advocate for justice and her approach centers equity and
anti-racism. Laura works with leaders and change-makers to support them in transforming
their organizations into places of healing, inspired action and collective care.  She is dedicated
to helping them fulfill the promise of their missions with exceptional integrity, humanity,
boldness and joy.

Prior to her current work, Laura built and led Coro New York Leadership Center’s consulting
arm, Coro Partners. Before that, she served as Director of the Coro Fellows Program. Laura’s
perspective is distinctly cross-sector in nature, drawing from tools and insights gained working
with nonprofits, government agencies, private businesses and educational institutions. Recent
independent clients have included Goodwill, The Motherhood Center, Grace Institute,
Chinese-American Planning Council, NYC Department of Education, Sloan School of
Management at MIT, Spotify and Brooklyn Public Library.

Laura has a background in the arts and brings a creative energy to her work and a style that is
deep, playful, purpose-driven and authentic. She brings expertise in the areas of leadership
development, change management, coaching, team dynamics and culture change, as well as
extensive experience in designing change processes and leadership program design.

Laura’s training includes work with New Ventures West, Social Transformational Project, and
The People's Institute for Survival and Beyond. She also draws upon her experience with the
Adaptive Leadership framework, DiSC Leadership Assessment, Interpersonal Leadership Styles
instrument and her own mindfulness practices. Laura holds a Master’s degree in Nonprofit
Management and a Post-Master’s Certificate in Organizational Development from The New
School, as well as undergraduate degrees in Theatre and Sociology.

MPG Consulting has a special commitment to ensuring that individuals and organizations
serving populations of color are prepared to provide clients with transformative culturally and
racially attuned clinical, programmatic, and administrative services. The New York State
Education Department recognizes MPG Consulting as an approved provider of continuing
education credits for LCSWs, LMSWs, LCATs, LMHCs, LMFTs and Psychoanalysts.
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